BGTA:AGM-51/2014-2015/141/A
TO

:

September 9, 2015

ALL MEMBER TRANSPORT COMPANIES
51ST ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING & ELECTIONS 2015-2016

All the Members are requested to note the following for the conduct of smooth
elections for the year 2014-2015 at M. V. M. Hall (By the side of Tejpal Auditorium) scheduled
to be held on Wednesday, the 30TH September 2015 at 12-30 Noon onwards.
1.
Voting will start exactly at 12-30 Noon and continue till 5-30 p.m. At 5-00 p.m.
the remaining voters who will be in the queue shall be taken inside the polling hall and Door
will be closed. Thereafter, no body will be admitted in the Hall to cast his vote.
2.
Nobody will be allowed in the Polling Hall except the Chief Election Officer, and
Polling Officers, and the bonafide voters holding voting cards. The Chief Election Officer at
his own discretion may allow anyone in the Polling Hall in case of any enquiry or
investigation connected with voting work.
3.
All Voters are therefore requested that they should bring their Admission-cum-Voting
Cards and proceed to the table Nos. 1 to 4 mentioned on their voting cards in the Polling
Hall to exercise their votes. Without valid cards, no member will be admitted in the Polling
Hall to cast his vote.
4.
Those voters who would declare that they have lost their Admission-cum-Voting Card
will have to submit their declaration in writing (Available at the Main Gate with the Election
Staff) in this regard. Such declaration will be duly verified as per the procedure and after
ensuring the merit of the case the concerned voter will be admitted to the Hall for voting
strictly from 4-00 p. m. to 5-00 p.m. only.
5.
Multiple voting power voter allow one time and they should do multiple voting at one
time, no re-entry in election hall once voting done voter will not allow the election hall. Any
condition multiple voter are not allow second time in election hall he should do all the voting
at a time only to avoid inconvenience to the other members and election staff. After
necessary checking and due verification he would be allowed to vote for different companies.
This is being done to avert any malafide incidents.
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-26.
Directors/Partners/Proprietor/Authorised Representative of the Transport Company who
wishes to give proxy to their staff, they may furnish details of staff viz Provident Fund Slip with PF
Code No. and EPRS, Statement of Current Month Salary, Identity Card of Company duly attested
by members who have given proxy to prove proxy holder are the employee of the company.
7.
A proxy holder should be member of company/firm and he should produce a copy of proxy
form duly acknowledged by BGTA while lodging the original proxy form. A proxy holder will be
allowed to cast vote only after proper identification of his photo affixed on original proxy form.
8.
Identification of the voters will be made from the providing of their Identity Proof like
original copy of PAN Card with Photo, Aadhar Card, Driving License, Passport Card if
necessary identification will be made from the Computerized Card submitted by the members
and in the event of their failure to submit the same, from their original application of
membership form

Voters identification will be made in accordance with the SERIAL NUMBER OF
ELECTORAL ROLL.
9.

10
11.

Before casting the vote the ink to be mark/apply on voter finger.
IMPORTANT :

THOSE MEMBERS, WHO HAVE NOT PAID THEIR DUES MAY KINDLY
PAY THE SAME NOW TO ENSURE THEIR VOTING RIGHTS.

Your co-operation is requested to conduct the elections successfully and peacefully

MUKESH PABARI
CHIEF ELECTION OFFICER

